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Abstract. Information integration in enterprises is hindered by differences in software and hardware
platforms and by syntactic and semantic differences in the schemas of the data sources. This is a
well-known problem in the area of Enterprise Application Integration (EAI), where many applica-
tions have been developed for the purpose of information integration. Most current tools, however,
only address the problems of (soft- and hardware) platform and syntactic heterogeneity; they fail to
address semantic differences and only support one-to-one (syntactical) mappings between individual
schemas. In this White Paper we present the approach to semantic information integration that was
applies in the COG project. We describe the Semantic Information Management along with the Uni-
corn Workbench tool, part of the Unicorn System, and how they were applied in the project to solve
the information integration problem. We used the Semantic Information Management Methodol-
ogy and the Unicorn Workbench tool to create an Information Model (an ontology) based on data
schemas taken from the automotive industry. We map these data schemas to the Information Model
in order to make the meaning of the concepts in the data schemas explicit and relate them to each
other, thereby creating an information architecture that provides a unified view of the data sources
in the organization. We furthermore provide an extensive survey of other efforts in semantic infor-
mation integration and a comparison with our approach in the COG project.
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1 Introduction

Information integration across application boundaries or even across company boundaries is a topic of in-
terest to many enterprises and according to some studies, up to 30%1 of future IT spending will go into
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). There are several reasons for the increase in the need of inte-
gration existing applications [11]: company mergers require integration of software infrastructure; new
software systems need to be integrated with legacy systems; there are no integrated optimal solutions for all
the needs of a company and new protocols; standards continue to emerge and evolve and companies need to
be compliant with these new standards in order to enable cooperation with other companies.

Industrial enterprises across Europe (and indeed across the rest of the world) typically have many ap-
plication that use their own data sources. Examples of such data sources are Relational Databases, XML
documents, Cobol copybooks, etc. . .

When a new application is introduced in the enterprise, the application will typically have to use data
that is already stored in some location within the organization. It is, however, often hard to find out whether
the data necessary for the application is actually already present in the enterprise and it is even harder to
obtain the location of the data and to understand the meaning (semantics) of the data. This is because
existing databases are often not well-understood and because the databases are often created from the point-
of-view of the application and not from the point-of-view of the data to be stored, which makes reuse across
applications difficult. This results in the creation of new data sources for these applications that have some
semantic overlap with sources already present in the organization.

Currently, when an application needs to use data from another application, a specific transformation
script is written to transform the data from one format to the other. Such a transformation is hard to maintain,
because when one of the formats changes, that change needs to be detected and the transformation needs
to be updated accordingly. This problem gets even harder when many such transformations exist in an
enterprise. We refer to this kind of integration as ad-hoc information integration.

Ad-hoc integration is not scalable, because for each two data sources that have to be integrated a custom
transformation script or program needs to be created and maintained. The latter is the hardest problem,
because if a data schema is changed, all transformation scripts with this schema as its source or its target
need to be updated, which is a very big maintenance task; furthermore, it is easy to overlook one or two
transformations if there are so many of them.

In the Corporate Ontology Grid (COG) project2 we aim to overcome the problems in semantic hetero-
geneity between data sources in an enterprise by semantic integration of the sources using a central Informa-
tion Model (i.e. ontology). We built the Information Model using existing applications, data sources (assets)
and input from domain experts. We then created a mapping between each data asset and the central model,
thereby providing a well-understood meaning for the concepts in each asset. The mappings now enabled us
to, using the Information Model, discover the location of information throughout the data sources in the en-
terprise. Furthermore, because the mappings are created on a detailed level, they enable us to automatically
generate transformations between different sources.

Our aim in the COG project is to create such an information architecture by combining existing data
sources from the automotive industry. We applied Semantic Information Integration to solve the problem of

1David Sink in InformationWeek:
http://www.informationweek.com/story/IWK20020524S0005,
InfoWorld January 2002 survey of 500 IT leaders:
http://www.infoworld.com/article/02/02/22/020225feintro1.html

2http://www.cogproject.org/

http://www.informationweek.com/story/IWK20020524S0005�
http://www.infoworld.com/article/02/02/22/020225feintro_1.html�
http://www.cogproject.org/�
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integrating heterogeneous data sources in an industrial setting.
By Semantic Information Integration we mean the integration of several information sources into one

coherent information architecture with the use of ontologies. Ontologies [17, 11] provide a “formal explicit
specification of the conceptualization of a domain” [17].

In this paper, which has been written as part of the COG project, we examine the way semantic infor-
mation integration is achieved in the COG project and we compare it to other projects and other tools and
methods in the area.

1.1 Approaches in Information Integration

We identify two major paradigms in information integration: (1) merging data models into a central model
and (2) aligning and mapping models. In the ontology engineering community these approaches are known
as Ontology Merging and Ontology Aligning.

[29] clarify the difference between ontology merging and ontology aligning. When merging two ontolo-
gies, a single coherent ontology is created that is a merged version of the two original ontologies. When
aligning two ontologies, the two original ontologies persist, with a number of links established between
them, allowing the aligned ontologies to reuse information from one another. Therefore, the alignment of
ontologies is usually part of the ontology merging process.

Solutions can be further classified along two dimensions: a run-time and a design-time dimension. In
the run-time, or user-centered, dimension we distinguish two approaches: the (1) local model and the (2)
global model approach. The difference between these two approaches is whether, in interactions with the
system, the user can use his/her own local data model, or whether the user needs to conform to a global
model when interacting with the system:

• In the local model, or local ontology, approach the user is represented by an agent in the system and
this agent presents the user with its own local data model. The agent performs the translation between
the user’s local model and either the global model or other local models in order to allow interaction
with multiple data sources in the system. And example of the local model approach is the KRAFT
project [33].

• In theglobal model, or global ontology, approach the user will view the system through the global data
model using a mediator, which is “a system that supports an integrated view over multiple information
sources” [18]. Note that in the local model approach, a user agent will in most cases also contact
a mediator in order to allow inter-operation with the system, which contains multiple information
sources. An example is the approach taken in the COG project, which is described in detail in the next
section.

The run-time dimension concerns with the way the user views the data in the system during operation.
The design-time dimensions concerns with the way the models of the disparate data sources are integrated.
We distinguish (1) one-to-one mapping, (2) using a single-shared ontology and (3) ontology clustering [9]:

• One-to-one mappingof ontologies. Mappings are created between pairs of ontologies. Problem
with this approach arise when many such mappings need to be created, which is often the case in
organizations where many different applications are in use. The complexity of the ontology mapping
for the one-to-one approach isO(n2) wheren is the number of ontologies. An example of the one-
to-one approach is OBSERVER [24].
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Figure 1:An example of ontology clustering

• Using asingle-shared ontology. Each ontology is mapped to the central ontology. Drawbacks of using
a single-shared ontology are similar to those of using any standard [40]. For example, it is hard to
reach a consensus on a standard shared by many people (it is always a lengthy process), who use dif-
ferent terminologies for the same domain and a standard impedes changes in an organization (because
evolution of standards suffers from the same problems as the development of standards). Examples of
the single-shared ontology approach are MOMIS [3] (see also section3.1) and the Semantic Informa-
tion Management [35], which is the methodology used in the COG project and is described in detail
in the next section.

• Ontology clusteringbased on the similarity of concepts known to different agents [41]. The ontology
clusters are organized in a hierarchical fashion, where the root node is the most general cluster. A
lower level in the hierarchy corresponds to a more agent-specific, less abstract representation of the
domain. An example of ontology clustering is illustrated in figure1. The agent ontologies are typically
mapped to leaves in the tree.

We will classify the tools and methods presented in this paper using these dimensions.
In the next section we will describe the methodology used in the COG project and our experiences with

the methodology. In section3 we will conduct a survey of different approaches for the semantic integration
of data schema. We will compare the approaches summarized in section3 with the approach used in the
COG project in section4. Finally we will provide some conclusions.

2 Mapping heterogeneous data sources in the COG project

In the Corporate Ontology Grid (COG) project we have created an information architecture to support locat-
ing and accessing data residing in heterogeneous databases throughout an industrial organization. In order
to realize this architecture we had to integrate the heterogeneous data sources and present the user with a
unified view of the disparate data schemas for browsing and querying.

We chose to create a global schema, integrating all source schemas, that acts as a mediator3 between
the various data sources. When the mappings between the source schemas and the global schema have been

3For more information about the role of mediators in Information Systems, please refer to [42] and [44]
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created, the user can browse the global schema and in this way discover what information is present in the
organization and where the information is located. The user can also issue queries to the mediator that are
automatically translated to the respective platforms and schemas of the data sources, where they are then
executed. Using the mappings from the various source schemas to the global schema, it is also possible to
automatically derive transformations of instances between different schemas.

We used a semantic approach to the integration problem instead of abstracting a global database schema
from the source schemas. The meaning of the data is captured in a central ontology and the data in the
sources is given meaning by creating mappings between the sources and the ontology. The central ontology
is an integratedvirtual view (as opposed to amaterializedview [18]) of the information present in the
enterprise. This means the original platforms and data schemas remain and are not replaced by the global
schemas and the applications using these data sources do not need to be changed when creating the central
ontology.

In the COG project we use data sources from different platforms and with different data schemas. The
differences in these data schemas imply the necessity of not only creating a simple translation from one
platform to another, but also a semantic mapping, linking the entities in the disparate schemas based on the
correspondence in their meanings. When the central ontology has been created, it is possible to create map-
pings between the source schemas and the ontology, thereby semantically linking the terms in the sources to
each other and providing a meaning for the data residing in each source related to the meaning of the data
residing in other sources.

In the COG project we integrate a number of existing heterogeneous data sources, using different plat-
forms and (syntactically and semantically) different data schemas, from the automotive industry by creating
a central ontology integrating these data sources. We created mappings between the source schemas and the
ontology, thereby creating an integrated unified global virtual view [18] of the information present in the
disparate data sources throughout the enterprise and enabling the querying of the disparate data sources via
the central ontology.

The data sources to be used for the COG project are provided by CRF4 (Centro Ricerche FIAT). There
were several relational (RDBMS) database sources, XML sources, spreadsheet documents, and PDF docu-
ments. All these sources had to be integrated in the information architecture.

For the implementation of the information architecture, the methodology described in Unicorn’s5 Se-
mantic Information Management (SIM) [35] was used together with the Unicorn Workbench [38] tool, part
of the Unicorn System, which supports the SIM Methodology. We first give an introduction into the Se-
mantic Information Management and the SIM Methodology, then we describe the Unicorn Workbench, and
finally we describe our experiences using the Semantic Information Management and the Unicorn Work-
bench in the COG project.

A glossary with all the Unicorn (and other) terminology can be found in the appendix of this White
Paper.

2.1 The Semantic Information Management

As pointed out in the introduction to this White Paper, there are three main paradigms in the data source
integration problem. The first one is the one-to-one mapping paradigm where ad-hoc mappings between
individual sources are created; the second main approach is using a single-shared ontology for all the appli-
cations; the third approach is ontology clustering (see figure1 and the description in section1.1). [39] points

4http://www.crf.it/
5http://www.unicorn.com/
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out three possibilities for using a global ontology together with local ontologies. Either a global ontology
does not exist and only local ontologies are used, or a global ontology exists, either with or without local
ontologies. When only local ontologies exist, this corresponds to the one-to-one mapping paradigm. When
only a global ontology exists, this corresponds to the single-shared ontology paradigm. When a global ontol-
ogy exists alongside local ontologies, we have a mix between the one-to-one and the single-shared ontology
paradigms; there is a shared ontology and there is a mapping between the central ontology and each local
ontology6. The approach taken in the Semantic Information Management (SIM) is the latter7.

The aim of the Semantic Information Management is to provide enterprises with insight into the infor-
mation residing in different sources in different formats with different schemas across the enterprise (this is
also known as the Enterprise Data Problem). The SIM aims to provide a solution to this problem by creating
a central ontology (also called the ‘Information Model’) and mapping the individual source schemas to this
central ontology, thereby creating a global view of all data residing in the organization along with an insight
into the location of the data.

The SIM approach to information integration consists of three stages. First, the metadata of the existing
data sources is to be collected. Then, using this metadata, a central ontology is created capturing the meaning
of the data in these data sources. Finally, the disparate data schemas are mapped to the ontology in a process
of rationalization, in order to give semantics to the data residing in the various sources.

The Semantic Information Management is supported by a tool created by Unicorn, called the “Unicorn
Workbench” (hereafter referred to simply asUnicorn), a component part of the Unicorn System. Unicorn
was created to support all phases in the SIM methodology.

The SIM describes the knowledge model for the ontologies in Unicorn as consisting of five layers,
namely:

1. Organizational layer.The Information Model is divided into a number of subject areas, calledpack-
ages. Each package reflects a different part of the business. The different packages can be viewed as
different, interrelated sub-ontologies; packages can be organized in a hierarchy. This is conceptually
just a way of grouping these packages, which means that there is no formal relationship between a
package and its sub-package.

2. Entity layer.Theclasses(concepts) are captured in a class-hierarchy. The classes are derived from the
composites, such as relations in a Relational Database or complex types in an XML Schema present
in the various data sources.

3. Property/attribute layer. In this layer thepropertiesof the classes are captured. These properties
constitute the relationships between the classes, besides the is-a relationship, which is already captured
in the entity layer. A property in Unicorn is a second-class citizen, defined as part of a class, as in
frame-based languages such as F-Logic [19], other than the class-independent property definitions in
description based ontology languages, such as RDF(S) [20, 5] and OWL [1].

4. Business rule layer.This layer consists ofBusiness rulesrelated to the values of the properties.
Relations between properties as well as value restrictions for properties (e.g. using enumerated values
and lookup tables) are established. The language used for conversions of values in Business Rules is
a subset of Python [38] constrained by a strong typing-system based on the fundamental data types in
Unicorn.

6Note that we can use the terms ontology and data model interchangeably here
7In SIM, a central ontology (‘Information Model’ in Unicorn terminology) is created along with mappings to individual data

sources (‘external assets’ in Unicorn terminology)
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5. Descriptor layer.Besides the formal description of elements in the ontology, as is done in the top four
layers, there exist informal descriptions of the concepts in the ontology, which are used to enhance
human understanding. Each concept (such as classes, properties, etc. . . ) in the ontology has a number
of (customizable) descriptors that can be used for this purpose.

As pointed out in [40] and [39], problems can arise in maintaining or developing a single-shared ontol-
ogy. [40] identifies four drawbacks of using a single-shared (or “standard”) ontology8:

• A standard ontology is a ‘heavy vehicle’ because it must encompass all the terminology used in the
organization; it must cover every possible communication need.

• Both defining and maintaining a standard ontology are hard tasks, because of the need of consensus
in a large group of designers, users, managers, etc. . .

• Using a standard ontology impedes heterogeneity among applications. Current software applications
using their own local schema will have to be rewritten in order to use the standard.

• Standards hinder changes in the communication in the organization, because of their inflexibility (i.e.
changing a standard requires a considerable amount of time and effort).

In the Semantic Information Management approach, such a single-shared ontology is created to unify the
disparate data sources, so one would expect these problems to occur in solutions based on SIM. However, in
the SIM approach, the single-shared ontology is not used in the traditional sense, where the source schemas
are deleted and the applications are required to use the new global schema. Instead, the created global
schema is virtual (cf. [18]), allowing the existing schemas and applications to remain unchanged, with
mappings between the original schemas and the new global schema in place.

Using a virtual global schema certainly allows heterogeneity among applications, because local source
schemas remain. Also, flexibility is higher, because local schemas can change independently; the global
ontology does not need to be changed9. However, one must take care to maintain the mappings between the
local and the global schema when updating the local schema. The problems that remain are the size of the
standard ontology and the problems in creating and maintaining global ontologies. We do not see a solution
to the former problem in SIM; however, the latter problem can be partly solved in theorganizational layer
of the SIM knowledge model.

The organizational layer in SIM consists of packages that are used to group, amongst other things,
classes. Different groups in the organization can be responsible for the construction and maintenance of
different packages, where each package contains the terminology for the group. It is possible to define
owners and permitted editors for packages in the Unicorn Workbench. In this way, different organizational
units can maintain their own terminologies, which would require less consensus among different groups
and would speed up the development and maintenance tasks. One should, however, keep in mind that these
different terminologies need to be interrelated within Unicorn and one should be aware that each added
package adds to the complexity of the overall Information Model.

8[40] identifies problems for defining ontology standards for different communications layers; we have narrowed the drawbacks
to the terminology, or ontology, layer

9Note here that this holds only for minor changes for which the global ontology does not need to be updated; when, after a
change, a local schema can no longer be mapped to the global schema, problems as mentioned in [40] will occur
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Figure 2:The Semantic Information Management Methodology

2.2 The Methodology

In the COG project, we followed the Semantic Information Management (SIM) Methodology [35] for the
creation of the ontology and the mappings of the disparate data sources to this ontology. The SIM Method-
ology (see Figure2) consists of six steps:

1. Gather requirements.Requirements for the information architecture are collected and the scope of
the project is established.

2. Collect Metadata.All data assets relevant to the project are catalogued and the metadata (i.e. data
schemas and existing conceptual models) are imported into the Unicorn Workbench.

3. Construct Information Model.Using the imported metadata, the ontology is created through a process
of reverse engineering and/or manual identification of classes, properties, and business rules in the
source schemas.

4. Rationalize. In the rationalization phase, the mappings between the data schemas and the ontology
are created. If the model needs to be refined, there will be an iteration step back to phase three. In
general, when creating mappings from the composites in the external assets to the ontology, missing
classes, properties, and business rules are discovered, which necessitates many iterations between the
phases three and four to complete the model and the mappings.

5. Publish/Deploy.The Information Model, along with the mappings, is published to relevant stakehold-
ers and the information model along with the transformations between the data sources is deployed to
the runtime architecture.

6. Utilize. Processes need to be created to ensure maintenance of the architecture. Changes in the data
sources need to be reflected in the ontology, mappings need to be updated according to these changes,
etc . . .

The implementation of phases two up to and including six of the methodology are facilitated by the
Unicorn Workbench tool.

This White Paper focusses on the third and fourth phase of the methodology, the support by the Unicorn
tool, and our experiences with the methodology and the tool in the COG project. We first describe the
Unicorn Workbench tool and then our experiences in the COG project.
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Figure 3:Semantic Information Management

2.3 The Unicorn Workbench

The Unicorn Workbench is a java-based tool built as part of the Unicorn System to support the Unicorn
Semantic Information Management [35] and to enable SIM implementations in enterprises. All phases
(except the first) in the SIM Methodology are to some extent supported by the Unicorn tool.

The basic concept in Unicorn is the Unicorn Project, which consists of the Information Model, the
schemas belonging to the external assets (the data sources), the transformations, the queries, and the de-
scriptors for all these concepts.

The architecture of Unicorn consists of two main layers (see figure3), namely:

• TheExternal Assets layercontains the mappings to all the (disparate) data sources. All kinds of data
schemas can be imported into a Unicorn project, as long as there is a parser for it. Current supported
formats are relational database schemas, XML schemas, as well as COBOL Copybooks. New parsers
can be written using the Asset API. After importing the data schema, the user only needs to create
the mappings between the concepts in the data source and the concepts in the ontology in order to
complete the wrapper for the data source.

• TheModel Layercontains the ontology (also calledInformation Model). The ontology contains all
the packages, classes, properties, and business rules for describing the meaning of the data residing in
the external assets.
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All concepts in these two layers are documented in human-readable form using descriptors. For each
different concepts (e.g. project, class, transformation, external asset, etc . . . ), there is a descriptor prescribing
which concept attributes are available for documentation. There are some default descriptor files distributed
with Unicorn, but they can be customized on a per-project basis. A concept attribute heavily used in the COG
project is the ‘synonym’ attribute, used for several concepts (e.g. classes, properties). Italian translations
for English-language terms, which were used in the original data sources and applications provided by CRF,
are stored in these attributes.

The Model layer describes the meaning of the data and the External Asset layer describes the location
of the data. In order to make the ontology active, the Unicorn Workbench provides three functions for
the user. An editing function, used to create and maintain the ontology and the mappings to the different
data sources. The second function is the data discovery function, which can be employed by the user to
discover the location of data, residing in the disparate data sources, using the ontological model in Unicorn.
Finally, there is a transformation and querying function with which the user can create transformations of
instances between different data sources and issue queries against the ontology. The queries are syntactically
translated to the query language of the data source and semantically translated (i.e. the query is automatically
rephrased using terms from the external asset) to be used with the data schema of the source.

When mappings from two different data sources to the ontological model are in place, an instance
transformation from one schema to the other can be generated by Unicorn. The transformation is generated
in the form of a so-called Transformation Planner. This Transformation Planner is an XML document
describing which the composites and atoms from the source schema are to be mapped to which composites
and atoms from the target schema. This XML document can be used to develop the actual transformation. In
the workbench there is already support for generating SQL transformation scripts (for relational databases)
and XSLT documents (for the transformation of XML documents).

Besides these external assets, other Unicorn ontologies and ERWin10 models can be directly imported
into the Model Layer of the project (the ontology). In this way, existing logical data models and component
ontologies can be leveraged in the project. Using component ontologies decreases the development effort of
the project and allows to leverage proven models.

2.3.1 Building an ontology using Unicorn

In the Unicorn Workbench, an ontology can be created in three ways: by reverse engineering the schema of
an external data asset, by importing previously created (off-the-shelf) ontologies, or by building the ontology
from scratch. The main concepts in the ontology are the packages, classes, the properties, and the business
rules. Classes are organized in a class-hierarchy (taxonomy), supporting multiple inheritance (which means
that a class can have two or more parent classes). Besides the hierarchical organization, classes can also
be organized in packages, with each package representing a certain subject-area or business functions (e.g.
project management, vehicle development, etc). These packages can also be organized in a hierarchy, but
no inheritance is supported here and a package can only be grouped under one other package.

Classes in an individual package are required to have unique names, but across packages uniqueness in
class-names is not required (this is done in order to make packages more independent), so it is possible for
different classes to have identical names. This problem of duplicate names across packages is solved by
prefixing the package name and a ‘.’ to the class name. Furthermore, properties within a single class are

10An Entity-Relationship Diagram editor, see
http://www3.ca.com/Solutions/Product.asp?ID=260

http://www3.ca.com/Solutions/Product.asp?ID=260�
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Figure 4:A part of the COG class hierarchy Figure 5:Classes organized in packages

required to have unique names. However, because of inheritance it is still possible to have two properties
with the same name in a class. These properties are distinguished using to name of the originating class.

In Unicorn, classes can be viewed in two ways. One can view the class hierarchy (see Figure4 for an
example) or view the classes organized in packages (see Figure5 for an example).

If some of the source schemas are designed well, it makes sense to use these as a basis for the ontology,
because an existing data schema in an organization already represents a certain amount of consensus about
knowledge in the domain [23]. But even when such well-designed schemas are available to the ontology
designer, the domain experts and end-users should still be involved with the engineering process in order to
validate the ontology and to clarify the source schemas and the knowledge in the enterprise.

Relationships between classes other than the is-a relationship (the sub-class relationship expressed in the
class-hierarchy) are created using properties. The type of a property can either be a class or a cross-product
of two or more distinct classes in the ontology. Other constraints on the type of a property are cardinality
constraints. The minimum cardinality of a property can be either 0 or 1. The maximum cardinality can either
be one (‘1’) or one or more (‘* ’). When the maximum cardinality is set to ‘* ’, one can specify whether the
values are ordered and whether the values can repeat.

When setting the maximum cardinality to one or more (‘* ’), a complex class is used as the type of the
property. There are four kinds of complex classes, based on whether the values for the property need to be
ordered and whether the values can repeat. These four kinds are:

• List. The values are ordered and repetition is permitted.

• Bag. The values are not ordered and repetition is permitted.

• Sequence. The values are ordered and repetition is not permitted.

• Set. The values are not ordered and repetition is not permitted.

When the type of a property needs to be of a data type (e.g. integer or string), the user can use the classes
provided in thefundamental and thefundamental.time packages. These classes representing the
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fundamental data types have properties for different representations of the value, as well as an identity
property with the name of the class itself, which stands for an abstract representation of the data value itself.
The Integer class, for example, has astringRepresentation property with the classString as
range. Inversely, theString class has anintegerRepresentation property for representing the
string value as an integer. This system enables the mapping of properties with different data types that
represent the same concept (e.g. a number could be represented in one data source by an integer and in
another by a string data type).

The values of properties can be restricted usingbusiness rules. There are six kinds of business rules:

• Conversion(transformation) between properties. Conversion formulae can be constructed using an
expression language based on Python.

• Equivalence. When two properties are synonyms, this can be expressed with such an equivalence rule.
It is most common to express this synonymity between a direct and an indirect property (i.e. property
of a related class) of a particular class.

• Enumerated values. A complete list of possible values for the property is specified. An instance
cannot have a value for this property that is not on the list.

• Lookup table. A lookup table relates the value of a property to the value of (one or more) other
properties.

• Uniqueness. The value for one property or values for a combination of properties in one class can be
said to be unique.

• Type restriction. In a subclass, the type of a property inherited from the superclass can be restricted
to a subclass of the original type.

Business rules can be created for properties originating from superclasses. It is, however, not possible
to edit property definitions of inherited properties, because they are second-class citizens belonging to a
specific class. By defining business rules independent of properties, it is still possible to enforce constraints
in subclasses that do not need to be enforced in superclasses. Note that business rules are inherited.

Conversion, enumerated values, and lookup table business rules can only be specified for properties with
a fundamental data type. Equivalence, uniqueness and type restrictions can be used for properties with an
arbitrary type. It must be noted here, however, that business rules can also be applied to indirect properties.
This means that if a certain direct property has a non-fundamental type, but that non-fundamental class
does have a (in)direct property with a fundamental type, conversion, enumerated values, and lookup tables
business rules can still be used for that property.

Whenever a user wants to edit or delete an element that other elements depend on, Unicorn will perform
an impact analysis to identify any issues (i.e. elements that have been rendered invalid by the action)
caused by the action and inform the user what elements will be affected by the action and ask the user for
confirmation. If the user still wants to perform the action, the impacted elements are marked as invalid and
listed in a central location. The user is not allowed to use invalid elements in, for example, property and
business rule definitions.

2.3.2 Mapping data schemas to the central ontology

During the metadata collection phase, a number of data schemas have been imported in the Unicorn project.
These schemas have been used in the construction phase to aid in constructing the ontology. These source
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schemas now have to be mapped to the ontology in order to give meaning to the data residing in these
sources and to enable locating data in the disparate sources and to enable data transformation between the
disparate sources and issuing queries to the sources. Just like in the construction phase, it is very important
to involve the domain experts in the mapping (rationalization) phase.

During the rationalization phase the user is aided by the Unicorn Workbench in creating the mappings
between the data assets and the ontology. It is possible to either view the mappings from the viewpoint of
the data assets and in this way determine for each type and property to which class/property it should be
mapped and to create the mapping. Another possibility is to use the Data Discovery feature to drill down
the class hierarchy to find out which mappings currently exist for the classes in the ontology. If a class is
identified that requires further mapping, the designer can switch back to the view of the desired data asset
and create the mappings.

If during the mapping phase, the designer discovers missing classes, properties, or business rules, the
designer iterates back to the construction phase (phase three) to add the necessary concepts to the model. It
is our experience from the COG project that especially missing properties and business rules are discovered
in the rationalization phase and not so much missing classes.

Not necessarily all data schemas have to be mapped manually. If a data asset has been automatically
reverse engineered during the construction phase, the mappings between the ontology and the external asset
have already been automatically created. Also when a single entity in a source schema is reverse engineered
into a class in the ontology, the mapping will have been created automatically.

Mappings are created in two stages. First theCoarse Mappingis created, linking composites in the
data sources (e.g. tables, complex types) to classes in the ontology. Then theDetailed Mappingis created,
linking atoms from the source schemas to the properties in the ontology.

Two different kinds of groups can be created in the mapping process.Subject groupsare used to group
composite types in the external asset to facilitate the mapping process for the user (the user selects a subject
group and is shown only the composite types belonging to that group). Theinstance mapping groupsare an
integral part of the mapping itself. An instance mapping group represents a group of instances to be mapped
to a certain class in the ontology. If only one instance group is defined for a composite, all instances of that
composite will be mapped to the target class.

Conditions can be specified on the values of the atoms of the composite in the source schema. This
way certain groups of instances can be mapped to different classes in the ontology. These conditional
instance mapping groups are, however, not required to be mutually exclusive. Conditional mapping can not
only be applied to classes (global conditional mapping), but also to individual properties (local conditional
mapping), as mappings are eventually created on the property level (see the property layer in2.1), during
the detailed mapping. The other way around is also possible: different composites can be mapped to the
same class.

The mappings in the detailed mapping stage are usually made between atoms anddirect properties. A
direct property is a regular property of the concerning class. It is however also possible to create mappings to
indirect properties. An indirect property is not a property of the concerning class, but a direct or an indirect
property of a class, which is the type of a direct property of the class (i.e. an indirect property is a property
of a related class). It is therefore possible to map to an indirect property at an arbitrary depth.

When instances of different composite types in the source schema need to be mapped to a single class in
the ontology, it is possible to create a mapping view. Such a mapping view can contain joins over different
composites within one external asset. A join can be defined over the composites using an existing or an (in
Unicorn created) “implicit” foreign key.

Foreign keys in the database or “implicit” foreign keys are used either to indicate a simple relationship
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with another class or to indicate inheritance. In the former case, the foreign key can be mapped to a property
in the class that references the target class that represents the target composite type of the foreign key. In
the latter case, the foreign key is mapped directly to the inheritance relationship. This latter case applies
when the extension of the composite (i.e. the set of instances described by the composite) is a subset of the
extension of another composite and this relationship is made explicit in the database using a foreign key.

When mapping external assets to the central ontology, it is possible to use so-called subtype mapping.
An atom in a composite in the external asset can be mapped to a subclass of the type of the property in the
ontology. This is of course a valid mapping, because a subclass of the original type is also a valid type for
the property.

2.4 Ontology construction and rationalization in the COG project

In the COG project we used external assets provided by CRF (Centro Ricerche Fiat). The source schemas
are taken from real-life data sources currently in use by CRF and sources to be implemented at CRF in the
future. The goal of the project is to implement a single integrated (semantic) information architecture for
the various information sources provided by CRF in order to show the applicability of using ontologies for
information integration in industry. The sources include relational databases, XML data sources and PDF
and spreadsheet documents. These PDF documents are accessed using the LiveLink document management
system, which in turn has an XML interface. For the integration of the Excel spreadsheet documents, a
special parser was written using the Asset API.

In the data assets, two different languages are currently in use, namely Italian and English. This was
an opportunity to show how a central ontology can help bridge the language gap. The ontology is created
using English-language terms, but it should be usable by people only familiar with the Italian-language
terminology. To overcome this multi-lingual problem, Italian synonyms are used in the class and property
descriptors in the ontology. The use of these synonym descriptors enables searching for the Italian terms
and finding the related (English named) concepts in the ontology.

Because of the Italian terms used in a number of the source schemas, the reverse-engineering function-
ality of Unicorn could not be used. The Information Model had to be constructed manually on the basis
of input from domain experts and afterwards the Italian-named atoms and composites were mapped to the
(English named) classes and properties in the ontology in order to give them meaning.

2.4.1 The Information Integration Problem in COG

There are five main data sources (see also the COG Architecture in figure6) provided by CRF to be inte-
grated in the COG project. These sources consist of three relational databases, namely CATnet, PSI, and
WelcomHome, one XML data sources, namely LiveLink, and a collection of Excel spreadsheet documents.

WelcomHome is an application used for project management (it supports the Microsoft Project appli-
cation). LiveLink is a knowledge and document management system. CATnet and PSI are applications
developed in-house at CRF to support the vehicle development and testing process.

CATnet has been developed to support the entire testing process, which is a major part of the FIAT
vehicle (prototype) development process and essential for ensuring the quality of the products. Test requests
that are linked to test plans are submitted to the CATnet system. These test plans support the planning of the
execution of the tests, which is related to the vehicle development phase, the test laboratory, etc. . .

The test plans are linked to the so-called “technical memory”, where the technical procedures for test
execution are specified. This technical memory consists of PDF documents accessible through the LiveLink
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Figure 6:COG architecture
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system. After the test executions, the test results are stored in the CATnet database for later retrieval. This
retrieval of test results is critical in order to assure quality of the products. Whenever a customer complaint
is received or a defect in a vehicle is detected, it has to be possible to easily retrieve the results of the tests
performed on the concerning automobile component.

To facilitate this retrieval process, there is a customer perspective (also called the ‘Voice of Customer’
or VoC) tree for each vehicle model in the PSI system. The customer perspective trees are used to locate the
appropriate tests that should have been performed on a particular vehicle system. The marketing manager
can drill down the tree to locate the specific tests that have been performed, after which the test results can
be retrieved from the CATnet system.

Besides these customer perspective trees that can be used for the retrieval of test results, the PSI system
has functionality for creating packages of tests to be performed on a motor vehicle. These packages can
be created by drilling down the customer perspective tree and selecting the desired standards (i.e. tests).
These standards state what tests are to be executed on a certain vehicle system to ensure the quality of
the product. Besides being maintained in the PSI system, some information about the standards and the
customer perspective tree is being maintained in Excel spreadsheet documents.

In order to submit these testing packages to the CATnet system and in order to retrieve the appropriate
test results from the CATnet database in the PSI system, these data sources need to be integrated. Besides
the databases, the PDF documents (technical memory) and spreadsheet documents (concerning standards
and the customer perspective tree) also need to be integrated to support the testing management.

Besides packets containing tests, there is also the concept of a session containing tests. While a packet
can contain tests to be executed in different test labs, a test session is specific to one test lab and can contain
test from different packages. These session are configured in the CATnet system, while the packets are
configured in the PSI system.

It turns out that certain tests need to be executed in order to reach certain milestones in a project plan.
Therefore, because information about project management is maintained in the WelcomHome database, this
database also has to be integrated in order to integrate all aspects of the testing process.

2.4.2 Solving the integration problem in COG using the Semantic Information Management

During the development of the ontology in the COG project, some shortcomings in the Unicorn tool became
apparent. In order to overcome these shortcomings, these problems were fed into the requirements for the
new version of the Unicorn Workbench. During the COG project, a new version of Unicorn (v2.5) was
released that overcomes most shortcomings in the old version identified during the development for COG.
Examples of features developed especially for the COG project are the mapping to subtypes, specification
of inverse properties, and mapping of foreign keys to inheritance relationships.

Another important development for the new version of Unicorn that has proven very useful for the COG
project was the Asset API. Using this API it was possible to develop parsers for the integration of Excel
documents and Microsoft Access databases (i.e. PSI) that can be used for importing data schemas from
these platforms. Without this Asset API and these parsers, these sources could not have been integrated.

Based on the data sources provided by CRF and the interviews with domain experts at CRF, four main
subject areas for the Information Model were identified, namely:

• Motor vehicle development. This area covers the motor vehicles themselves, such as automobile parts
and vehicle systems.

• Project management. This area covers the project management capabilities present in WelcomHome.
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• Testing Management. This area covers the management of the execution of the tests. Things like
testing guidelines, test plan, testing laboratories, and so on, are the components of this area.

• Test requests. This area covers the customer perspective tree, standards, test requests, test results, etc
. . .

For each of these subject areas a package in the ontology was created, after which the classes, properties,
and business rules were created corresponding to the composites in the source schemas. Interviews with
domain experts were mostly used as input for the ontology development process, as well as working with
the current applications (mainly PSI and CATnet) in use. This was the third phase (the construction phase)
in the SIM methodology.

The next step (phase four - rationalization) was to map the source schemas to the ontology. This mapping
was done using the mapping functionality of the Unicorn tool. During this mapping phase, many iterations
back to phase three were necessary. It turned out that the classes in the ontology had been identified correctly,
but still many properties and business rules had to be added or changed while trying to map the external
assets.

During the mapping phase there were problems with the language of the source schemas. The most
important sources were in Italian, but the designers for the ontology did not speak Italian and the ontology
itself has been developed in English. This made it necessary to talk to the domain experts and especially the
people in the organization knowledgeable about the data schemas.

The CATnet database was mainly mapped to the Test Management package, whereas the PSI database
was mainly mapped to the Test Requests package. However, both databases are also to a great extent
mapped to the other Test package (i.e. CATnet was also mapped to the Test Requests package and PSI was
also mapped to the Test Management package). Besides this, PSI also contains some information about the
Motor vehicle development.

The WelcomHome database was only mapped to the Project Management package, as it contains only
information about the project management. The interdependencies with the other data sources are only
expressed using the relationships in the ontology itself.

Below we provide some examples of how specific problems in the mapping of data schemas were solved
in the COG project and how the Unicorn Workbench helped to structure and improve understanding of the
data sources.

Extracting inheritance relationships We can see an example of the application of the mapping to inher-
itance relationships feature in figure7. Instances from the tableMSPTEXT FIELDS in the WelcomHome
database are mapped to the classOfficialMileStone in the ontology. There exists a foreign key in
this table, calledFK Official Milestone Tasks (this is incidentally an implicit foreign key created
in the Unicorn Workbench), that points to theMSPTASKStable. This relationship maps to the inheritance
relationship between the classesTask andOfficialMilestone , which is a sub-class of Task.

The aforementioned implicit foreign key that was created on theMSPTEXT FIELDS composite is
illustrated in figure8. The possibility of creating implicit foreign keys was very useful for the COG project,
as many relationships in the source data schemas were not explicitly described using a foreign key.

Conditional mapping In figures9 and10 we see an example of the application of conditional mapping
groups in the COG project. Figure9 presents the coarse mapping view for the PSI relational database.
Two filters have been applied to the view. First, the user has selected the ‘COG relevant’ subject group,
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Figure 7:Mapping to the inheritance relationship; the generalization is made visible through mapping to the
Information Model.

Figure 8:An Implicit Foreign key; created in the case of a missing foreign key in the asset schema.

which contains all composites relevant to the COG project ontology, so that only the relevant composites are
displayed in the top-left pane. The second filter that has been applied filters out all mappings except the ones
for the currently selected composite (this has been done by selecting the middle symbol above the middle
pane at the top). A green line indicates the existence of a mapping from the composite to a certain class,
the blue line indicates the currently selected mapping and the quadrangle symbol in a mapping indicates a
conditional mapping. All the mappings in this particular view are conditional and an instance group has been
created for each condition. In fact, each instance groups corresponds to one mapping. The instance groups
are found in the bottom-left panel of figure9 and the condition for the mapping is found in the bottom-right
panel.

Mapping to indirect properties In figure 10 we see the (unfiltered) detailed mapping for one specific
instance group (in this case ‘Voice of customer CCP nodes’). We can see in this figure two examples of
indirect mapping. The selected atomtipo has been mapped to the property name of classLevel for
property level . Furthermore, the atomsp1 and p2 have been mapped to an indirect property within
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Figure 9:Conditional mapping in COG: on the basis of a condition, groups of instances in the flat database
table are mapped to different classes in the ontology

parent (this is indicated by the dotted line in the right pane). If we now expand theparent property
(figure11) we can see how atomsp1 andp2 are mapped to the indirect propertiesTLR1LevelAddress
andTLR2LevelAddress , respectively.

Inverse properties In the expanded view in figure11 we also see a symbol with the text ‘INV’
to the left of the child property of SecondLevelRequirement and the child property of
TopLevelRequirement . This symbol indicates that this property is an inverse of, in this case, the
parent properties ofCCPLevelRequirement andSecondLevelRequirement , repectively. This
means that the parent of instanceI1 of SecondLevelRequirement must haveI1 in its set of children,
and vice versa. The same goes for instances of classSecondLevelRequirement .

Mapping flat structures Figures9 and10 illustrate also how a very flat structure for a tree in a database
can be mapped to a more explicit structure in an ontology. The instances in the VoC composite (in the PSI
database) describe trees with a fixed number of levels. An identifier is used to indicate on which level the
instance is located. For each level a class was created in the ontology. All these classes inherit from the
classCustomerPerspectiveNode , as can be seen in the top-right pane in figure9, and from either
CPNWithChildren or CPNWithParent , or both. Using conditional mapping the appropriate class in
the ontology is selected for the instance. In figures10 and11 we can see how a node in the tree is related
to its parents via propertiesp1 andp2 . Remember that thechild properties have been defined as inverse
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Figure 10:Detailed mapping

properties of parent properties, so that it is not necessary to explicitly map the relationship to the children.
We use these experiences gained from the COG project to compare the approach to other approaches in

information integration in section4.

3 Other Methods and Tools for Semantic Information Integration

In this section we will describe several approaches to semantic information integration using ontologies, as
well as the tools available for these approaches.

We will classify each approach using the classification scheme outlined in the introduction. We make
the distinction between merging and aligning, the distinction between local model and global model and the
distinction between one-to-one mapping, using a central ontology and ontology clustering.

Figure 11:Mapping to indirect properties
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Furthermore, we will make a distinction in the degree of automation supported by the tool. We distin-
guish manual, semi-automatic, and automatic schema integration. With manual integration, the user will
have to discover all merging candidates in the source schemas that need to be mapped or merged in to the
global schema. When semi-automatic integration is supported, the user is typically provided with sugges-
tions for integration. There are currently no algorithms or tools that support automatic integration.

We do not expect to see automatic integration tools appear, because of the grave differences, both on a
syntactic and a semantic level, between different data schemas (and ontologies) that have been developed
and will be developed. Schemas and ontologies are created by different people with different views on the
domain. These different views cannot

We restrict this survey to methods and tools for schema integration. We will not evaluate general method-
ologies for ontology engineering, because these are outside the scope of this paper. We refer the reader to
[12] and [13]. For a survey on ontology development tools, we refer the reader to [16].

In this section we will give a short description of each of the methods, describe the tool support and give
a short summary. We have included the tool support in order to show the reader how the user is supported
in the integration task in the presented methodology.

A selection of these methodologies has been used for a comparison with the methodology employed in
the COG project.

3.1 The MOMIS approach

An approach to the integration of heterogeneous data sources is the MOMIS (Mediator envirOnment for
Multiple Information Sources) approach [4, 3].

The goal of MOMIS is to give the user a global virtual view of the information coming from hetero-
geneous information sources. MOMIS creates a global mediation schema (ontology) for the structured and
semi-structured heterogeneous data sources, in order to provide to the user a uniform query interface.

The first step to the creation of the global mediation schema is the creation of the Common Thesaurus
from the disparate data sources. To do this, first a wrapper is created for each data source in the ODLI3 [3]
language. ODLI3 is an object-oriented language with an underlying Description Logic [2] language OLCD
[3], which enables making inferences (e.g. subsumption) about the classes expressed in that language.

Using the disparate schemas, a Common Thesaurus is created, which describes intra- and inter-schema
knowledge about ODLI3 classes and attributes of source schemas. The Common Thesaurus is built in an
incremental process in which relationships (between classes) are added based on the structure of the source
schemas, lexical properties of the source classes and attributes (e.g. WordNet [10] can be used to identify
synonyms), relationships supplied by the designer, and relationships inferred by the inference engine.

Once the Common Thesaurus has been created, a tree of affinity clusters is created, in which concepts
are clustered based on their (name and structural) affinity. The name affinity coefficient is calculated based
on the terminological relationships between two classes. The structural affinity coefficient between two
classes is calculated based on the level of matching of attribute relationships in the Common Thesaurus.
The sum of these two coefficients is the global affinity coefficient, which is used to construct the affinity
tree, in which concepts with a high affinity are clustered together.

For each cluster in the affinity tree, a global class is (interactively) created. For each global class a
mapping is maintained to all the source classes.

A number of components are used to enable the MOMIS architecture. These components are (see Figure
12, taken from [3]):
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• A wrapperperforms the translation of the individual data source into the ODLI3 language (and trans-
lates the queries back).

• The mediatorconsists of the query manager (QM) and the global schema builder (GSB). The QM
component breaks up global ODLI3 queries into sub-queries for the different data sources.

• TheARTEMIStool environment performs the classification (affinity and synthesis) of classes for the
synthesis of the global classes.

• TheODB-tools engineperforms schema validation and inferences for the generation of the Common
Thesaurus.

Figure 12:Architecture of the MOMIS system

Tool support The architecture in figure12 (taken from [3]) shows the main tools used to support the
overall architecture. A disadvantage is that there is no integrated tool environment.

Summary The MOMIS approach is a semi-automatic approach to schema integration, developed at the
university of Modena, Italy. The approach has not been used in any major industrial project and is mainly
an academic research activity. Any data source can be connected to the architecture, as long as an ODLI3

wrapper is created. MOMIS has a single mediator, which provides a global data schema and query interface
to the user.
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Figure 13:The InfoSleuth architecture

3.2 InfoSleuth

InfoSleuth [14] is an agent-based system, which supports construction of complex ontologies from smaller
component ontologies so that tools tailored for one component ontology can be used in many application
domains. Examples of reused ontologies include units of measure, chemistry knowledge, geographic meta-
data, and so on. Mapping is explicitly specified among these ontologies as relationships between terms in
one ontology and related terms in other ontologies.

All mappings between ontologies are maintained by a special class of agents known as resource agents.
A resource agent encapsulates a set of information about the ontology mapping rules, and presents that
information to the agent-based system in terms of one or more ontologies (calledreference ontologies). All
mapping is encapsulated within the resource agents. Ontologies are represented in OKBC (Open Knowledge
Base Connectivity) [8] format and stored in an OKBC server by a special class of agents called ontology
agents, which provide ontology specifications to users (for request formulation) and to resource agents (for
mapping).

The InfoSleuth architecture [28] (figure13) consists of a number of different types of agents:

• Theuser agentsact on behalf of the user and maintain the users state. They provide a system interface
that enables users to communicate with the system.

• Theresource agentswrap and activate databases and other repositories of information. They translate
queries and data stored in external repositories between their local forms and their InfoSleuth forms.
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There are resource agents for different types of data sources, including relational databases, flat files,
and images.

• Service agentsprovide internal information to the operation of the agent system. Service agents
includeBroker agents, which collectively maintain the information the agents advertise about them-
selves,Ontology agents, which maintain a knowledge base of the different ontologies used for speci-
fying requests, andMonitor agents, which monitor the operation of the system.

• Query and analysisagents fuse and/or analyze information from one or more resources into sin-
gle (one-time) results. Query and analysis agents includeMulti-resource query agents, that process
queries that span multiple data sources,Deviation detection agents, that monitor streams of data to
detect deviations, and other data mining agents.

• Planning and temporal agentsguide the request through some processing which may take place over
a period of time, such as a long-term plan, a workflow, or the detection of complex events. Planning
and temporal agents includeSubscription agents, that monitor how a set of information (in a data
source) changes over time,Task planning and execution agentsplan the processing of user requests
in the system, andSentinel agentsmonitor the information and event stream for complex events.

• Value mapping agentsprovide value mapping among equivalent representations of the same informa-
tion.

Tool support There are Java templates available to make the development of new agents easier. To create a
resource agent using such a template, it is in general sufficient to just supply a configuration and a mapping
file to complete the agent [28]. It is possible to use different ontologies in an InfoSleuth system. Each
OKBC-compliant [8] Knowledge Base can be used in InfoSleuth by wrapping it using anontology agent
[28].

Summary InfoSleuth is a multi-agent system for semantic inter-operability in heterogeneous data sources.
Agents are used for query and instance transformations between data schemas. An agent is aware of its own
ontology and the mapping between that ontology and the data schema, it is aware of the shared ontologies
and it can map its ontology to those of other agents. InfoSleuth uses several shared ontologies, made avail-
able through the ontology agents. Individual data sources have (through the resource agents) a mapping
to these shared ontologies. The shared ontologies are linked together through one-to-one ontology map-
ping. Note that the user agents use the shared ontologies as their vocabulary and local ontologies are only
maintained by the resource agents.

3.3 OBSERVER

[21] require that concept definitions of the ontologies include more specialized definitions for typical in-
stances, and assume that the set relation between any two definitions can be identified as either equivalence,
containment, overlap or disjointness. OBSERVER (Ontology Based System Enhanced with Relationships
for Vocabulary hEtereogenity Resolution) [24] combines intensional and extensional analysis to calculate
lower and upper bounds for the precision and recall of queries that are translated across ontologies on the
basis of manually identified subsumption relations.
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OBSERVER uses a component-based approach to ontology mapping. It provides brokering capabilities
across domain ontologies to enhance distributed ontology querying, thus avoiding the need to have a global
schema or collection of concepts.

OBSERVER uses multiple pre-existing ontologies to access heterogeneous, distributed and indepen-
dently developed data repositories. Each repository is described by means of one or more ontology ex-
pressed in Description Logics (DL). The information requested to OBSERVER is expressed according to
the user’s domain ontology, also expressed using DL. DL allows matching the query with the available
relevant data repositories, as well as translating it to the languages used in the local repositories.

The system contains a number of component nodes, one of which is the user node. Each node has
an ontology server that provides definitions for the terms in the ontology and retrieves data underlying the
ontology in the component node. If the user wants to expand its query over different ontology servers,
the original query needs to be translated from the vocabulary of the user’s ontology into the vocabulary
of another’s component ontology. Such translation can not always be exact, since not all the abstractions
represented in the user ontology may appear in the component ontology. If this is the case the user can
define a limit in the amount ofLoss of Information. Anyhow, the user can always set this parameter to 0,
thereby specifying no loss at all.

An Inter-ontology Relationship Manager (IRM) provides the translations between the terms among the
different component ontologies. The IRM effectively contains a one-to-one mapping between any two
component nodes. This module is able to deal withSynonym, Hyponym, Hypernymy, Overlap, Disjoint and
Coveringinter-ontology relationships.

The user submits a query to the query processor in its own component node (in fact, each component
node has a query processor). The query processor uses the IRM to translate the query into terms used by the
other component ontologies and retrieves the results from the ontology servers.

Tool support The OBSERVER architecture, depicted in figure14(taken from [24]), consists of a number
of component nodes and the IRM node. A component node contains anOntology Serverthat provides
for the interaction with the ontologies and the data sources. It uses a repository of mappings to relate
the ontologies and the data sources and to be able to translate queries on the ontology to queries on the
underlying data sources. The architecture contains one Inter-Ontology Relationship Manager (IRM), which
enables semantic inter-operation between component nodes by maintaining the relationships between the
ontologies.

Summary OBSERVER is an architecture consisting of component nodes, each of which has its own
ontology, and the Inter-ontology Relationship Manager (IRM), which maintains mappings between the on-
tologies at the different component nodes. Besides the ontology, each component node contains a number
of data repositories along with mappings to the ontology, to enable semantic querying of data residing in
these repositories. When other components need to be queried, the IRM provides mappings to ontologies of
other component nodes in order to enable querying. The user views the data in the system through it’s own
local ontology, located at the user’s component node.

3.4 Ontology mapping in the KRAFT project

The KRAFT11 architecture is an agent-middleware architecture that proposes a set of techniques to map
ontologies:

11http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/ apreece/Research/KRAFT.html
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Figure 14:The general OBSERVER architecture

Class mapping Maps a source ontology class name to a target ontology class name.

Attribute mapping Maps the set of values of a source ontology attribute to a set of values of a target
ontology attribute; or maps a source ontology attribute name to a target ontology attribute name.

Relation mapping Maps a source ontology relation name to a target ontology relation name.

Compound mapping Maps compound source ontology expressions to compound target ontology expres-
sions.

The KRAFT architecture (Figure15, taken from [33]) has three types of agents:

• Wrapperstranslate the heterogeneous protocols, schemas and ontologies into the KRAFT application
internal ‘standards’. A wrapper agent effectively contains a one-to-one mapping between the source
schema and the internal ontology.

• Facilitators look up services (provided by mediators and wrappers) requested by other agents.

• Mediatorsare the KRAFT-internal problem-solvers. They provide the querying, reasoning, and infor-
mation gathering from the available resources. Mediators contain the mappings between the different
ontologies present at the wrappers and they perform the translations between them.

The mediation between two agents in terms of matching service requesters with service providers is
realized by a facilitator. It will recommend an agent that appears to provide that service. The facilitator
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Figure 15:Conceptual view of the KRAFT architecture

provides a routing service by trying to match the requested service to the advertised knowledge-processing
capabilities of agents with which it is acquainted. When a match is located, the facilitator informs the
service-requesting agent of the identity, network location, and advertised knowledge-processing capabilities
of the service provider. The service-requesting agent and service-providing agent can now communicate
directly.

KRAFT defines a shared ontology in order to overcome the problem of semantic heterogeneity, among
service requesters and providers. A shared ontology formally defines the terminology of the problem do-
main. Messages exchanged among agents in a KRAFT network must be expressed using terms that are
defined in the shared ontology. Each knowledge source defines a local ontology. Then, a number of seman-
tic mismatches will occur (homonyms and synonyms) between the local ontology and the shared ontology.
To overcome these mismatches, an ontology mapping is defined for each knowledge source. An ontology
mapping is a partial function that specifies mappings between terms and expressions defined in a source
ontology to terms and expressions defined in a target ontology. To enable bidirectional translation between
a KRAFT network and a knowledge source, two such ontology mappings must be defined.

[41] suggest using the concept of “ontology clustering” (see figure1) instead of a single-shared ontology
to provide heterogeneous resources integration. Ontology clusters are based on the similarities between the
concepts known to different agents. The ontology clusters are organized in a hierarchical fashion, with the
application ontology as the root node. The application ontology is used to describe the specific domain,
which means that it is not reusable. It contains a relevant subset of WordNet concepts.

Every agent has a mapping of its local ontology to a cluster in the hierarchy. When some agents share
concepts that are not shared by other agents, these new concepts are defined by creating a new ontology
cluster. A new ontology cluster is a child ontology that defines certain new concepts using the concepts
already contained in its parent ontology. Concepts are described in terms of attributes and inheritance
relations, and are hierarchically organized.
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Tool support The three different types of agents have been implemented in a prototype in the network
data services area together with an industrial partner [33]. Besides this big project, several other (small)
prototypes have been implemented.

Summary The KRAFT project takes an agent-based approach to information integration, where users
typically have their own local ontology that is mapped to the central ontology. Three types of agents work
together to provide services to the user. Wrappers provide access to data sources, mediators provide query
interfaces and reasoning services, and facilitators enable the look-up of the former types of wrappers.

Originally, KRAFT used a single-shared ontology in order to enable integration of local ontologies in the
overall architecture. Later on, [41] suggested the use of ontology clustering for this purpose. The advantage
of the use of ontology clustering is the distinction of more refined and more abstract ontologies, enabling
organizing the ontology mappings in a hierarchical structure.

3.5 PROMPT

Noy and Musen [29] developed SMART which is an algorithm that provides a semi-automatic approach to
ontology merging and alignment. SMART assists the ontology engineer by prompting to-do lists as well
as perform consistency checking. SMART forms the basis for PROMPT [31], which is an algorithm for
ontology merging and alignment that is able to handle ontologies specified in OKBC [8] compatible format.
It starts with the identification of matching class names. Based on this initial step an iterative approach is
carried out for performing automatic updates, finding resulting conflicts, and making suggestions to remove
these conflicts. PROMPT is implemented as an extension to the Protéǵe-200012 knowledge acquisition tool
and offers a collection of operations for merging two classes and related slots.

The PROMPT algorithm consists of a number of steps. First, it identifies potential merging candidates
based on class-name similarities and presents this list to the user. Then, the user picks an action from the list.
The system performs the requested action and automatically executes additional changes derived from the
action. It then makes a new list of suggested actions for the user based on the new structure of the ontology,
determines conflicts introduced by the last action, finds possible solutions to these conflicts and displays
these to the user. Figure16 shows an initial to do list with merge operations. The user has selected one of
the operations and PROMPT provides the reason for the suggestion (’frame names are synonyms’).

PROMPT uses a measure of linguistic similarity among concept names to solve terms matching. In the
first implementation of the algorithm linguistic-similarity matches were used for the initial comparison, now
they concentrate on finding clues based on the structure of the ontology and user’s actions.

PROMPT identifies a set of knowledge-base operations (merge classes, merge slots, merge bindings
between a slot and a class, etc) for ontology merging or alignment, for each operation in this set, PROMPT
defines (1) changes performed automatically, (2) new suggestions presented to the user, and (3) conflicts
that the operation may introduce and that the user needs to resolve. When the user invokes an operation,
PROMPT creates members of these three sets based on the arguments to the specific invocation of the
operation. Among the conflicts that may appear in the merged ontology as the result of these operations are
counted:

• name conflicts(more than one frame with the same name),

• dangling references(a frame refers to another frame that does not exist),

12http://protege.semanticweb.org/
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Figure 16:An example of Ontology Merging in PROMPT
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• redundancyin the class hierarchy (more than one path from a class to a parent other than root),

• slot-value restrictionsthat violate class inheritance.

Both the list of operations and conflicts grow as more experience is gained.
The creators of PROMPT have created an algorithm, called Anchor-PROMPT [30], that enhances the

detection of matching terms using non-local context. Whereas PROMPT takes only local structural simi-
larities between terms into account, Anchor-PROMPT uses paths of a greater length in order to determine
similarities. The input of the algorithm consists of a number of anchors, which are pairs of matching terms
in the source ontologies. Anchor-PROMPT now takes these anchors to produce a new set of semantically
close terms. It does this by comparing paths between the anchors in both ontologies. A graph is constructed
with the classes as nodes and the slots as edges and a path consists of a number of edges in a graph. The
Anchor-PROMPT algorithm can be used in the context of any ontology merging or aligning method and is
not specific to PROMPT.

[32] suggest that several strategies developed for the comparison of ontology versions can also be used
for finding similarities across different ontologies. While ontology versioning is concerned with finding
differences between versions of an ontology, ontology aligning is concerned with its complement, namely
finding similarities between different ontologies. This leads to the possibility of reuse of several matchers
developed for PromptDiff [32] in the area of ontology merging and aligning.

Tool support The PROMPT algorithm has been implemented as an extension to the Protéǵe-2000 tool
and as such can take advantage of all the ontology engineering capabilities of the tool. The tool supports
import and export of the ontology in several ontology languages as well as database schemas using the
appropriate JDBC connection, and therefore allows merging of both ontologies and data schemas. The plug-
in architecture allows for the inclusion of different other schemas sources. Examples of plug-ins available
for storage are DAML+OIL support, XML Schemas, and RDF(S).

Summary PROMPT provides a solution for ontology merging, not specifically data schema integration.
In the ontology merging in PROMPT it is assumed that the original ontologies no longer exist after the
merged ontology has been created. Therefore, there are no mappings between the original and the merged
ontologies, as there are in most data schema integration solutions.

PROMPT uses a semi-automatic approach to the merge process. It uses linguistic similarities to de-
termine possible candidates for merging and presents these choices to the user. Conflicts arising during
merging (e.g. merged concepts that refer to concepts in one of the original ontologies) are detected and pre-
sented to the user along with possible solutions to the problem. During tests done with PROMPT it turned
out that in the merging of ontologies about 74% of all operations executed had been proposed by the system
[31].

3.6 Chimæra

Chimæra [22] is an ontology merging and diagnostic tool developed by the Stanford University Knowledge
Systems Laboratory (KSL).

[22] distinguish two major tasks in the merging of ontologies, namely (1) to coalesce equivalent terms
from the source ontologies so that they are referred to by the same name in the target ontology and (2) to
identify related terms in the source ontologies and identify the type of relationship (e.g. subsumption and
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Figure 17:The Chimæra tool in name resolution list mode

disjointness). Chimæra support the merging task by generating two resolution lists, a name resolution list
and a taxonomy resolution list.

The name resolution list (Figure17) contains terms from different ontologies that are candidates to be
merged or that have taxonomic relationships that have not yet been identified. Chimæra finds these sugges-
tions based on the names of the terms, the presentation names, the definition of terms, etc The taxonomy
resolution list suggests areas in the taxonomy that are candidates for reorganization. It finds such edit points
by looking for classes that have direct subclasses from more than one ontology.

The name and taxonomy resolution lists correspond to two modes of operation in the Chimæra tool . In
the name mode similar classes are presented that are candidates for merging. In the taxonomy mode areas of
the merged taxonomy are presented that might contain conflict, such as subclasses that came from different
source ontologies. Besides these two modes, there is also the slot traversal mode that guides you through
the classes that have slots that came from multiple different source ontologies and might need editing.

Besides the merging of ontologies, Chimæra also supports a number of diagnostic tasks, like complete-
ness checking, syntactic analysis, taxonomic analysis, and semantic evaluation.

Tool support The Chimæra tool has been implemented as a web application, that is available at Chimæra’s
web site13. The tool has been built on top of the OntoLingua14 distributed collaborative ontology engineer-
ing environment, although ontologies developed in any OKBC-compliant [8] application could be used in
Chimæra. The editing functionality in Chimæra is restricted. Currently, editing and merging support is only
available for classes and slots, but there are plans to include support for the merging of facets, relations,
functions, individuals, and arbitrary axioms.

13http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/software/chimaera/
14http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/software/ontolingua/
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Summary Chimæra [22] is a browser-based editing, merging, and diagnosis tool. For the merging of
ontologies, the system employs similarity matching between names of classes and properties in the original
ontologies. Based on these similarities, the system presents a name resolution list suggesting terms that
are candidates to be merged. Chimæra also employs heuristics to identify areas in the taxonomy that are
candidates for reorganization.

3.7 ONION

ONION (ONtology compositION) [26, 27] is an architecture based on a sound formalism to support a
scalable framework for ontology integration that uses a graph-oriented model for the representation of the
ontologies.The special feature of this system is that it separated the logical inference engine from the repre-
sentation model (the graph representation) of the ontologies as much as possible. This allowed the accom-
modation of different inference engines in the architecture.

In ONION there are two types of ontologies, individual ontologies, referred to assource ontologiesand
articulation ontologies, which contain the terms and relationships expressed as articulation rules (rules that
provide links across domains). Articulation rules are established to enable knowledge inter-operability, and
to bridge the semantic gap between heterogeneous sources. They indicate which terms individually or in
conjunction, are related in the source ontology [26]. SKAT (the Semantic Knowledge Articulation Tool) [25]
uses the structure of these graphs together with term-matching and other rules to propose articulation rules
for the articulation ontologies. The source ontologies are reflected in the system by the usage of wrappers.

The mapping between ontologies is executed by ontology algebra [43, 27]. Such algebra consists of
three operations, namely, intersection, union and difference. The objective of ontology algebra is to provide
the capability for interrogating many largely semantically disjoint knowledge resources, given the ontology
algebra as input. The description of the algebra operators is as follows:

• The intersectionproduces an ontology graph, which is the intersection of the two source ontologies
with respect to a set of articulation rules, generated by an articulation generator function. The nodes
in the intersection ontology are those that appear in the articulation rules. The edges are those edges
between nodes in the intersection ontology that appear in the source ontologies or have been estab-
lished as an articulation rule. The intersection determines the portions of knowledge bases that deal
with similar concepts.

• Theunionoperator generates a unified ontology graph comprising of the two original ontology graphs
connected by the articulation. The union presents a coherent, connected and semantically sound
unified ontology.

• The differenceoperator, to distinguish the difference of two ontologies (O1 − O2) is defined as the
terms and relationships of the first ontology that have not been determined to exist in the second.
This operation allows a local ontology maintainer to determine the extent of one’s ontology that re-
mains independent of the articulation with other domain ontologies so that it can be independently
manipulated without having to update any articulation.

ONION tries to separate as much as possible the logical inference engine from the representation model
of the ontologies, allowing the accommodation of different inference engines. It also uses articulations of
ontologies to inter-operate among ontologies. These articulation ontologies can be organized in a hierarchi-
cal fashion. For example, an articulation ontology can be created for two other articulation ontologies that
unify different source ontologies. The ontology mapping is based on the graph mapping, and at the same
time, domain experts can define a variety of fuzzy matching.
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Figure 18:The components of the ONION system

Tool support The ONION architecture [26, 27] (figure18, taken from [27]) consists of four components:

• The ONION data layer.This layer contains the wrappers for the external sources and the articulation
ontologies that form the semantic bridges between the sources.

• The ONION viewer.This is the user interface component of the system. The viewer visualizes both
the source and the articulation ontologies.

• The ONION query system.The query system translates queries formulated in term of an articulation
ontology into a query execution plan and executes the query.

• The Articulation Engine.The articulation generator takes articulation rules proposed by SKAT [25],
the Semantic Knowledge Articulation Tool, and generates sets of articulation rules, which are for-
warded to the expert for confirmation.

Summary ONION takes a centralized, hierarchical approach to ontology mapping, where the user views
the (global) articulation ontologies. The source ontologies are mapped to each other via articulation on-
tologies that are in turn used by the user to express queries. The articulation ontologies are organized in a
tree structure. An articulation ontology used for the mapping of two source ontologies can in turn be one
of the sources for another articulation ontology (e.g. in figure18 Art12 is one of the sources ofArt123).
The creation of a hierarchy can be seen as a form of ontology clustering. But while [41] take a top-down
approach (first the root application ontology is specified, then child ontologies are created as is necessary),
ONION takes a bottom-up approach in the creation of the articulation ontologies; furthermore, there is no
defined root ontology for the cluster.
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3.8 Other Ontology Merging Methods

In this subsection we will briefly summarize a few ontology merging methods that have not been described
above. These methods will not be considered in the comparison; they are just provided here for reference.

FCA-Merge FCA-Merge [37] is a method for merging ontologies based onFormal Concept Analysis
[15]. The FCA-Merge approach is a bottom-up approach, which means that it is based on application-
specific instances of the two ontologies that need to be merged. A set of documents that are relevant to
both ontologies are provided as input. Using linguistic analysis, instances are extracted from the documents
for both ontologies. Now a pruned concept lattice is generated using the similarity in instances for both
ontologies. These first two steps (lexical analysis and generating the concept lattice) are carried out fully
automatic. In the third and last step of the method, the merged target ontology is created interactively (i.e.
semi-automatically).

ISI’s OntoMorph The ISI’s OntoMorph system aims to facilitate ontology merging and the rapid gener-
ation of knowledge base translators [7]. It combines two powerful mechanisms to describe KB transforma-
tions. The first of these mechanisms is syntactic rewriting via pattern-directed rewrite rules that allow the
concise specification of sentence-level transformations based on pattern matching, and the second mech-
anism involves semantic rewriting which modulates syntactic rewriting via semantic models and logical
inference. The integration of ontologies can be based on any mixture of syntactic and semantic criteria.

In syntactic rewriting process, input expressions are first tokenized into lexemes and then represented
as syntax trees, which are represented internally as flat sequences of tokens and their structure only exists
logically. OntoMorph’s pattern language and execution model is strongly influenced by Plisp [36]. The
pattern language can match and de-structure arbitrarily nested syntax trees in a direct and concise fashion.
Rewrite rules are applied to the execution model.

For the semantic rewriting process, OntoMorph is built on top of the PowerLoom15 knowledge repre-
sentation system, which is a successor to the Loom system. Using semantic import rules, the precise image
of the source KB semantics can be established within PowerLoom (limited only by the expressiveness of
first-order logic).

4 Comparison of the Methods

In this section, we will provide a comparison of all the methods and tools presented in section3 and the
method and tool used in the COG project. First, we will outline the criteria used for comparison of the
methods and tools, then we will provide the comparison according to these criteria.

4.1 Comparison criteria

Some methods and tools have not been made especially for data schema integration, so the applicability to
this area will be one of the criteria.

Another criterium is the maturity of the tool(s). Some tools are just academic prototypes, other tools
have reached industrial strength. This is very relevant, because the heterogeneity of data schemas is a very
real problem in industry today.

15http://www.isi.edu/isd/LOOM/PowerLoom/
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• Integration paradigm: merging or aligning or a combination (i.e. central ontology while retaining the
source ontologies and mappings between the sources and the central ontology).

• Mapping pattern(1-to-1, single-shared, or ontology clustering). Does the methodology support one-
to-one ontology mapping, single-shared ontology or ontology clustering?

• User model: local or global. In the case of a local model, the user views the system through his/her
own local data model. In the case of a global model, every user sees the system through the global
model that has been defined to encompass all data sources in the system. This corresponds to the
run-time dimension identified in1.1.

• Mapping support. Types of mappings that are supported. We distinguish the following types here:

– Class mappings

– Property (i.e. relation) mappings

– Instances

– Axioms / rules / constraints

– Value transformations (for properties)

– Conditional mapping

• Degree ofautomation. Is the mapping process manual, semi-automatic (i.e. interactive) or automatic?

• Information sourcesused for discovering concepts/similarities. It is assumed that always the source
models (i.e. data schemas and/or ontologies) are used as a source of information and that it is al-
ways possible to get information from the domain expert. Possible additional information sources are
existing lexicons, such as WordNet.

• Inter-operabilitywith other tools. This concerns mainly the import and export languages supported
by the tool.

• Visualizationsupport. In what way are the ontolog(y)(ies) (and the mappings) visualized?

• Evaluatingontology. In what way is the resulting ontology and/or mapping evaluated?

• Versionand maturity of the tool. There is in general a difference in maturity (and thus quality) of
tools that have been in use in industry for some time and academic prototypes. The version listed is
the version available to the authors at the time of writing.

• Experienceusing the tool in different projects. The experiences gained with a tool can tell us a lot
about the usability and the usefulness of a tool.

We compare the methodologies using these criteria in the next section.
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4.2 Comparing the methodologies for Semantic Schema integration

Table1 shows us the comparison of the tools and methods mentioned in section3 and the method employed
in the COG project (as described in section2).

The integration paradigm for an approach influences the possible mapping patterns. For example, a pure
ontology merging tool cannot be classified using any mapping paradigm, because the source ontologies do
not remain after the merge process and thus no mappings are created. In the case of a pure aligning solution
(e.g. OBSERVER), only a one-to-one mapping between ontologies is possible. The approaches that have
been classified as using the combination between merging and aligning either use the single-shared ontology
or the ontology clustering mapping pattern. Note that the single-shared ontology approach mentioned here
is never the pure single-shared ontology approach (which would mean that just the shared ontology remains
and all applications must use it); instead, in each of the approaches that has been classified as a single-shared
ontology approach, the source ontologies remain along with a mapping to the shared ontology.

PROMPT and Chimæra could not be classified along the run-time dimension, because both are just
merging tools. They produce a merged ontology built from the source ontologies, but they have no run-time
architecture.

A note must be made on the degree of automation classification. Every method/tool has been classified
as either manual or semi-automatic. There is, however, between the semi-automatic integration approaches
much difference in the amount of automation. Please review the corresponding descriptions in section3 if
more information about the automation is needed.

The inter-operability with other tools is measured in the supported input and output platforms/languages.
Note that there is a difference in import for data schema integration and ontology integration tools. The
former usually require mappings to the database platform, while the latter usually only requires support for
the import of several ontology languages. Most approaches support the development of custom wrappers
for data schemas or custom import and export functionalities for ontology languages.

It is especially important to evaluate the maturity of a tool if the tool is to be used in an industrial setting,
as was the case with COG. The tool used in the COG project, the Unicorn Workbench, is still under heavy
development, but has reached a certain maturity. Of the other approaches we have evaluated here, only
PROMPT can claim a maturity that exceeds the phase of academic prototype. Measures for the maturity of
a tools are the version and the experiences with the tool in projects.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have outlined the problems we were facing in information integration in the COG project.
We have described a solution to the integration problem using the Semantic Information Management
Methodology [35] and the Unicorn Workbench tool (part of the Unicorn System), which we have applied in
the COG project. We have compared this approach with several other approaches that are in different stages
of development.

We have described how the SIM together with the Unicorn Workbench was used in the COG project and
what the role is in the overall COG Architecture.

Many problems in the construction of the Information Model and the mapping to the disparate data
schemas were caused by the poor understanding of the source data schemas. The data schemas contained
concepts in the Italian language, while the ontology engineering and mapping was done by non-Italian
speakers. What further complicated the matter was the fact that the users that worked with the existing
applications were no expert on the database schemas that were being used, which made the mapping a hard
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problem. It turned out that the only possibility for the ontology engineer to construct the ontology was to
have a look at the applications together with the end-users, which was a tedious job.

These problems indicate the necessity of the usage of a central Information Architecture, through which
the nature of the data residing throughout the organization can be understood.

Ontologies are very powerful in the sense that they are developed with the human understanding of the
domain in mind, instead of taking a very application-oriented approach, as is mostly done with database
schemas. Ontologies can help bridge the gap between human understanding and machine understanding
of a domain [11]. Using a tool such as the Unicorn Workbench, we can take the legacy database schemas
in an organization, map them to a central Information Model, and in that way enable better understanding
of this information by the users in the organization. Furthermore, because of the formal semantics of the
Information Model, the Workbench is able to automatically derive instance transformations between external
assets and to automatically translate queries on the Information Model to queries on individual data sources.

5.1 Limitations of the Unicorn Workbench and Future Work

One limitation of the Unicorn Workbench is the lack of inter-operability with other ontology engineer-
ing tools. It is not possible to import ontologies from existing often-used languages such as RDF(S),
DAML+OIL and (currently still under development) OWL. The export capabilities of the Workbench are
also very limited. Only limited export to RDF(S) and DAML+OIL is possible.

Furthermore, it is not possible to map different ontologies to each other16. Therefore, it is not possible
to maintain several ontologies in an organization (only one central ontology fits in the architecture) and it is
certainly not possible to cross organizational boundaries17. In order to enable the latter, inter-operability is
required using standards-based languages, such as OWL, which is under development at the W3C standards
body. It has to be possible to map the ontology created in the Workbench to other ontologies out there in
order to allow inter-operation with other organizations (or even other organizational units).

Another limitation is the very limited automation support in constructing the Information Model and
creating the mappings to the external assets. Several algorithms and tools have been developed that aid in
the construction of a central ontology and/or the detection of similarities of concepts in different schemas.
Examples are PROMPT [31], Anchor-PROMPT [30], Chimæra [22], FCA-Merge [37], ARTEMIS [6, 3]
and SKAT [25, 26]. We refer to [34] for a comparison of matching algorithms.

We have to note here that we do not have any results of extensive tests of these algorithms and tools.
Although most tools have been tested in limited environments (cf. [22, 31, 6]), it is yet to be shown how
these algorithms perform with large volumes of real-life database schemas.
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Terminology

Asset SeeExternal Asset.

Atom A generic term referring to a Column, Property, Attribute, etc. . . in an external asset.

Business Rule A rule applied to the values of properties of instances of classes in the Information Model
of the Unicorn Workbench, relating the values of different properties or relating the value of a
property to predefined values.
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Class A group of instances sharing common attributes.

Composite A generic term referring to a Table, ComplexType, Entity, etc. in an external asset.

Data model See ‘Data schema’.

Data schema A description of the structure of data, usually residing in a single data source.

Data source A repository containing data. This data is typically domain- or application-specific. The
structure of the data is described using a data schema.

External Asset A data source, whose data schema is imported into the Unicorn Workbench.

External Asset Layer The layer in the Unicorn Workbench that contains the imported data schemas
and the mappings between these schemas and the Information Model.

Global data schema A data schema describing the data from a collection of data sources. Such a global
schema can be an aggregation of local schemas or it can be built from scratch, with the domain
in mind.

Information Model The central ontology in the Unicorn Workbench, containing all the packages,
classes, properties, and business rules.

Instance A thing (or being) in the real world, about which the information model is supposed to provide
information.

Inverse properties Two properties are inverses of eachother if the source of the first property is equiva-
lent to the type of the second property and vice versa. The inverse relationship is symmetrical.

Local data schema A data schema for a specific data souce or a specific user or agent.

Model Layer The Model Layer in the Unicorn Workbench consists of the Information Model.

Ontology An explicit formal specification of a consensual domain theory; anInformation Modelcreated
in the Unicorn Workbench is an ontology.

Package A grouping of classes, transformations, queries, and external assets in the Unicorn Workbench
in order to separate parts of the ontology into subject areas.

Property A property of a class represents an attribute shared by a group of instances.

Source of a property The class to which the property belongs.

Source schema The data schema for an external asset used as a source for Information Integration.

Subclass A class that describes a collection of instances that is a subset of the collection of instances of
the superclass. This also means that all the properties and business rules of the superclass are
inherited by the subclass.

Superclass A class that describes a collection of instances that is a superset of the collections of instances
of all its subclasses.
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Test Instance A fictive instance created in the Unicorn Workbench in order to help validate the Infor-
mation Model.

Type of a property Specifies the range of values the property can have for an instance.

Unicorn Workbench The semantic data integration tool created by Unicorn. Also referred to as ‘Uni-
corn’ and ‘Workbench’.


